Dear FOIA Requester:
The FOIA Improvement Act of 2016, which was enacted on June 30, 2016, made several
changes to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). Federal agencies must revise their FOIA
regulations to reflect those changes by December 27, 2016. In addition to revising our
regulations, we intend to update the Form 464, which we use to respond to FOIA requests.
In the interim, please see the comment box in Part I. C of the attached Form 464. The comment
box includes information related to the recent changes to FOIA that is applicable to your FOIA
request,· including an updated time period for filing an administrative appeal with the NRC.

Sincerely yours,
5~6~/S/

Stephanie· Blaney
FOIA Officer (Acting)
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DESCRIPTION OF REQUESTED RECORDS:

I

(1) Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between NRC and DOJ dated 12/14/1988; (2) Memorandum from Stephen
Bums to the Commission dated 09/06/2005, "Status of Case Law related to Employee Protection Actions; (3) SECY
04-0092, and (4) SECY 92-3i4.
PART I. -- INFORMATION RELEASED

0
0
D
D
0

Agency records subject to the request are already available in public ADAMS or on microfiche in the NRC Public Document
Room.
Agency records subject to the request are enclosed.
Records subject to the request that contain i'nformation originated by or of interest to another Federal agency have been
referred to that agency (see comments section) for a disclosure determination and direct response to you.
We are continuing to process your request.
See Comments.

PART I.A -- FEES
AMOUNT"

$II

II

•see Comments for details

D
D

You will be billed by NRC for the amount listed.

,,

0
D

You will receive a refund for the amount listed.

.

None. Minimum fee thres~old not met.
Fees waived.

PART 1.8 -- INFORMATION NOT LOCATED OR WITHHELD FROM DISCLOSURE

D
D
D

We did not locate any agency records responsive to your request. Note: Agencies may treat three discrete categories of law
enforcement and national security records as not subject to the FOIA ("exclusions"). 5 U.S.C. 552(c). This is a standard
notification given to all requesters; it should not be taken to mean that any excluded records do, or do not, exist.
We have withheld certain information pursuant to the FOIA exemptions described, and for the reasons stated, in Part II.
Becau!)e this is an interim response to your request, you may not appeal at this time. We will notify you of your right to
appeal any of the responses we have issued in response to your request when we issue our final determination.·

[{] You may appeal this final determination within 30 c~le~dar days ~f the date of this response by sending a letter or email to
the FOIA Officer, at U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comm1ss1on, Washington, D.C. 20555-0001, or FOIA.Resource@nrc.gov.
Please be sure to include on your letter or email that it is a "FOIA Appeal."

,
'
PART l.C COMMENTS ( Use attached Comments continuation page if required)
In conformance with the FOIA Improvement Act of2016, the NRC is informing )'OU .that: (1) you have the right to seek
assistance from the NRC's FOlA Public Liaison; (2) you have the right to seek dispute resolution services from the
NRC's FOIA Public Liaison or the Office of Government Information Services; and (3) notwithstanding the language in
Parts LB and Il.B of this form, you may appeal this final determination within 90 calendar days of the date of this
response by sending a letter or email to the FOIA Officer, at U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C.
20555-0001, or FOIA.Resource@nrc.gov. Please be sure to include on your letter or email that it is a "FOIA
Appeal." [continued on next page]
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PART l.C COMMENTS (Continued)

The incoming request will be made available in ADAMS as ML16188A022. Records with an ML accession number
are publicly available in the NRC's Public Electronic Reading Room at http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm.html. If you
need assistance in obtaining these records, please contact the NRC's Public Document Room (PDR) at 301-415-473 7, or
1-800-397-4209, or by email to PDR.Resourc~@nrc.gov.
Please note that the MOU between the Department of Justice and the NRC is already available to the public, as it was
published in the Federal Register, 53 FR 50317 (December 14, 1988). Please also note that SECY-92-314 is also
already available fo the public as ML 12163A426.
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PART II.A -- APPLICABLE EXEMPTIONS
Records subject to the request are being withheld in their entirety or in part under the FOIA exemption(s) as indicated below (5 U.S.C. 552(b)).
.
.

D
D
D

Exemption 1: The withheld information is properly classified pursuant to an Exe9utive Order protecting national security information.
Exemption 2: The withheld information relates solely to the internal personnel rules and practices of NRC.
Exemption 3: The withheld information is specifically exempted from public disclosure by the statute indicated.

DD
D

Sections 141-145 of the Atomic Energy Act, which prohibits the disclosure of Restricted Data or Formerly Restricted Data (42 U.S.C. 2161-2165).
Section 147 of the Atomic Energy Act, which prohibits the disclosure of Unclassified Safeguards Information (42 U.S.C. 2167).
41 U.S.C. 4702(b), which prohibits the disclosure.of contractor proposals, except when incorporated into the contractbetween the agency and the
submitter of the proposal.

Exemption 4: The withheld information is a trade secret or confidential commercial or financial information that is being withheld for the reason(s)
indicated.

D
D
D
D

The· information is considered to be proprietary because it concerns a licensee's or applicant's physical protection or material control and
accounting program for special nuclear material pursuant to 10 CFR 2.390(d)(1 ).
The information is considered to be another type or confidential business (proprietary) information.
The information was submitted by a foreign source and received in confidence pursuant to 1 O CFR 2.390(d)(2).

[{] Exemption 5: The withheld information consists of interagency or intraagency records that are normally privileged in civil litigation.
[{] Deliberative pre>cess privilege.
[{] Attorney work product privilege.

0

D
D

Attorney-client privilege .

. Exemption 6: The withheld information from a personnel, medical, or similar file, is exempted from public disclosure becausi:i its disclosure would result
in a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy.
Exemption 7: The withheld information consists of records compiled for law enforcement purposes and is being withheld for the reason(s) indicated.

D
D
D
D

D
D

(A) Disclosure could reasonably be expected to interfere with an open enforcement proceeding.
(C) Disclosure could reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy.
(D) The information consists of names and other information the disclosure of which could reasonably be expected to reveal identities of confidential
sources.
(E) Disclosure would reveal techniques and procedures for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions, or guidelines that could reasonably be
expected to risk circumvention of the law.
(F) Disclosure could reasonably be expected to endanger the life or physical safety of an individual.
Other

I

I
PART 11.B-- DENYING OFFICIALS

In accordance with 10 CFR 9.25(g) and 9.25(h) of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission regulations, the
official(s) listed below have made the determination to withhold certain information responsive to your request
TITLE/OFFICE

DENYING OFFICIAL

I

Rochelle Bavol

I
I

I IExecutive Assistant to the SECRETARY
11
11

APPELLATE OFFICIAL

RECORDS DENIED

11 adjudicat~ry work product; legal advice

I
I

SECY

EDO

I

I

D [{]
D D
D D

Appeals must be made in writing within 30 calendar days of the date of this response by sending a letter
or email to the FOIA Officer, at U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555-0001, or
.EOIA.R~sou_rce_@n~.gov. Please be sure to include on your letter or email that it is a "FOIA Appeal."
NRC Form 464 Part II (12-2015)
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MOU Between the NRC and DOJ
This document reflects the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the NRC and the
Department of Justice (DOJ) that was published in the.Federal Register on December l4, 1988.

53 FR 50317
Publ~shed

12/14/88

Effective 11/23/88

l.

Purpose!

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and the Department of Justice (DOJ) enter into this
agreement t) to provide for coordination of matters that .could lead both to enforcement action·by
the NRC as weU as criminal prosecution by DOJ, and 2) to faciJitate the e:kchange of information
relating to matters within their respective jurisdictions. This agreement does not affect the
procedures and responsibilities set forth in the April 23, 1979 Memorandum of Understanding
between th~ NRC and the Federal Bureau of Investigation regarding cooperation concerning
threats, theft, or sabotage in the U.S. nuclear industry. Similarly, this agreement does nor apply
to those matters arising from internal investigations conducted by the NRC Office of Inspector
and Auditor.

of

.

.

This Memorandum Understanding is not intended to, does not, and may not be relied upon to,
create any rights or benefits, substantive or procedural, enforceable at law by a party to litigation
with the United States. Nor are any limitations hereby placed on otherwise lawful litigative .
prerogatives of DOJ. · ·

II..

Background:

. Under federal statutes, the NRC has the responsibility to protect the radiological health and
safety of the public, the public interest, the common defense and security, and the environment
(hereinafter collectively referred to as public health and safety), from hazards that might arise
from the material and facilities which it regulate~. The enforcement program of the NRC is
designed to fulfill these responsibilities by ensuring compliance with NRC requirements,
obtaining prompt correction .of violations and adverse conditions affecting safety, encouraging
improvement oflicensee performan~e, and deterring future violations. In contrast, criminal
prosecutions for willful violations ofNRC requirements
the responsibility of the DOJ. Such
prosecutions provide an additional tool to assure compliance and to deter future ~iolations.
Therefore, it is useful and desirable for the NRC and the DOJ io coordinate to the maximum
practicable extent their different responsibilities.

are

Under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the NRC has the authOrity to conduct such
investigators as it may deem necessary or proper to assist it in determining whether enforcement
qr other regulatory action is required under the Act, or any regulations, licenses, or orders issued
thereunder.
Enforcement actions within NRC authority include license revocations, suspensions and
modifications, cease and desist orders, civil penalties, and notices of violation. The NRC has the
authority to take such action as it deems necessary to protect the public health and safety,
including the authority, when appropriate, to take immediate action.

The Department of Justice has the responsibility to <letemiine whether to institute criminal
prosecution for violatiQns of all federal statutes) including the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as
amended. Such violations are typically developed and brought to the attention of DOJ by law
enforcement or investigative agencies, such as the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Postal
Inspection Service, and the various Treasury enforcement agencies. Similarly, suspected
criminal violations of the Atomic Energy Act, as amended, or Title 18 of the United States Code
may be identified during the course ofNRC investigations and referred to DOJ for prosecutive
detezmi.nation.
Thus, both the NRC and DOJ have authority and responsibility to investigate and take action for
certain violations that may arise out of the same factual matters. Although each agency will carry
out its statutory responsibilities independently, the agencies agree that the public health and
· safety would be enhanced by cooperation and timely consultation on proposed enforcement
actions where both civil and criminal violations appear to exist, and by tll.e timely exchange of
information of mutual interest. As an example, ]t may be appropriate in some cases for the NRC
to stay its hand pending a criminal prosecution. Conversely, in other cases the public health and
safety may require immediate NRC action that could impact a potential crimina1 prosecution.
Both agencies recognize that these enforcement decisions are inherently matters of judgment for
each agency to decide for jtself, with due regard, however, for the views of the other.

Ill.

·Areas of Cooperation: .··

A.

DOJ Notification

to NRC oflnformation Concernin& Public

Health and Safett
Shou1d DOJ team of or discover health or safety related infonnation concerning a matt.er within
the jurisdiction of the NRC, and not already reasonably known to the NRC, DOJ shall
communicate such information to the NRC as soon as practicable, unless such information is
determined by DOJ to be grand jury material. See Rule 6(e) of the Federal Rulei of Criminal

Procedure.
Should DOJ, during grand jury proceedings, discover health or safety related information
concerning a. matter within the jurisdiction of the NRC, and Mt already reasonably known tQ the
NRC, which may warrant immediate regulatory actfon to protect the public health. and safety,
DOJ promptly will seek a court order, pursuant to the inherent authority of the court to supervise
the grand jury, for disclosure of such infonnation to the NRC for use in connection with its safety
enforcement responsibilities.
B.

NRC Notification to DQJ of Suspected Criminal Violations

IfNRC learns of or develops information regarding suspected criminal violations on matters not
within the regulatory jurisdiction of the NRC, the NRC will provide the information regarding
such suspected criminal violations to the appropriate investigative agency having jurisdiction
over the matter.
Should NRC leam of or develop information regarding any suspected criminal violations,
including Atomic Energy Act violations, on matters within the regulatory jurisdiction of NRC, it
will notify DOJ in the following manner. With respect to matters not involving special
circumstances, as described below, the NRC's Director, Office of Investigations (OI), will
· fonnalty refer the matter to DOJ for prosecutive detennination if, on completion of its
investigation, the Director, OI, has determined that sufficient evidence has been developed to

support a reasonable suspicion that a criminal violation has occurred. Whenever any of the
special circumstances listed below occurs, and the Director, OI, has a reasonable suspicion that a
criminal violation has occurred, the Director of OI wi 11 promptly notify the DOJ of a matter
involving such special circumstance(s), notwithstanding the fact that an investigation has not yet
been completed by NRC. The special circumstances involve:
(I)
(2)
(3)

(4)

a matter where deatn or serious bodily injury is involved;
a matter wider investigation which is likelyto generate substantial national news
media attention;
a matter where there is evidence of ongoing activity designed to obstruct the
investigation;
a matter which may require extraordinary investigative measures which require
legal assistance from DOJ.

When a matter arises in which the NRC concludes that regulatory action is necessary to protect
the public health and safety, or that it is necessary to propose a civil penalty, and the Director,
Office of Enforcement (OE), has been infonned by the Director, Ol, that there is a reasonable
suspicion that a criminal violation has occurred, the Director of OE will promptly notify the DOJ
of such matter, notwithstanding the fact that an investigation has not yet been completed by
NRC. An'y action by the NRC is to be coordinated with DOJ as prescribed in Section C. below.

Notification to DOJ will not normally result in cessation of the NRC investigation.
C. Procedure When NRC Re:ulaton Activities Run Para11eJ to or May
Affect Future DOJ Activity

NRC regulatory activities with respect to matters that have been referred to DOJ for criminal
prosecution, or to which the notification provisions of Section B. apply, shall be coordinated as
follows:

1.
If the NRC concludes at any time that it lacks reasonable assurance that activities
authorized by a license are being conducted without endangering the health and safety of the
public and the NRC concludes that immediate action is required to protect the public health,
safety", or interest, it will proceed with such action as is necessary to abate the immediate
problem. If time permits, the NRC shall notify DOJ of its proposed action prior to acting, but, in
any event, shall notify DOJ of its action as soon as practicable. This paragraph shall apply only
to those siruations that do not allow sufficient time for reasonable consultation.

2.
If the NRC concludes that regulatory action is necessary in the public interest,
other than the actions described in paragraphs l and 3 herein, the NRC shall first consult with
DOJ concerning its contemplated action. The NRC shall take into account the vjews and
concerns of DOJ and proceed in a manner that accommodates such views and concerns to the
fullest extent possible, consistent with the regulatory action required, Such cooperation at the
staff level shall include the seeking of a stay, upon DOJ's request, of discovery and hearing rights
during the regulatory proceeding for a reasonabie period of time to accommodate the needs of a
criminal investigation or prosecution, provided that DOJ supports such action with appropriate
affidavits or testimony as requested by the presiding officer.
3.
If the NRC concludes that it is necessary to propose a civil penalty, it shall notify
DOJ of its contemplated action, and shaJl defer the initiation of such proceeding until DOJ either
concludes its criminal investigation/prose-cution or consents to the action, except that if a statute

of limitations bar to a civil penalty proceeding is imminent, the NRC may initiate such
proceeding after consultation with DOI. In such event, the NRC staff shall accommodate the
needs of DOJ by seeking a stay, upon DOJ's request and with DOJ support as described in
paragraph 2 above, of discovery and hearing rights during the civil penalty proceeding fQr a
reasonable period of time.
D. Time Frame for Notification in Matters Referred to DOJ
1.
If, on completion of its investigation, the NRC concludes that civil enforcement
action is appropriate, lt will notify DOJ of its contemplated action normally within 45 days of its
referral to DOJ.
2.
DOJ will notify the NRC, normally within 60 days of the referral, of its
preliminary decision as to whether a criminal investigation or prosecution is warranted.
E. NRC Assistance to DOJ
The NRC will make reasonable efforts, at DOJ's request, to provide infonnal assistance regarding
applicable NRC requirements, technical issues) and factual circumstances. Such assistance
should be requested directly from the Director, Office oflnvestigations, who will forward
requests for technical assistance to the Deputy Executive Director for Regional Operations. A
request that one or more NRC investigators be assigned to the DOJ investigation or that NRC
technical experts be assigned to assist DOJ and the grand jury should be made in writing. Such
requests must bear the signature of a United States Attorney or Deputy Assistant Attorney
General, as appropriate. These requests wiH be considered by NRC on a case-by-case basis.
F.

Exchange of Information Related to Civil or Criminal Enforcement

Following a DOJ decision not to prosecute a referred case, or at the conclusion of a criminal
proceeding, DOJ will provide NRC, upon its request, information not protected from disclosure
by Rule 6(e), Fed.R.Crim.P., relevant to the associated civil case. Similarly, NRC will provide
information to DOJ, µpon its request, on matters being considered by DOJ.

IV.

Imnlementation:

The DOJ official responsible for implementation of the notification responsibilities of this
agreement is the Chief, General Litigation and Legal Advice Section, Criminal Division; the
NRC official responsible for implementation of the notification responsibilities of this agreement
with respect to information regarding suspected criminal violations is the Director, Office of
Investigations; the NRC official responsible for the notification· responsibilities of this agreement
with respect to enforcement action is the Director, Office of Enforcement, or the Assistant
General Counsel for Enforcement, as appropriate.

V. Effective Date:
This agreement is effective when signed by both parties.

Original Signed by

Lando W. Zech, Jr.

Chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Date:

October 31, 1988

Original Signed by
Edward S.G. Dennis ·
Assistant Attorney General General
Criminal Division
U.S. Department of Justice

Date:

11123/1988

September 6, 2005
MEMORANDUM TO:

Chairman Diaz
Commissioner Merrifield
Commissioner Jaczko
Commissioner Lyons

FROM:

Stephen G. Burns/RA/
Acting General Counsel

SUBJECT:

STATUS OF CASELAW RELATED TO EMPLOYEE
PROTECTION ACTIONS-SECY-04-0092 (August 18, 2004)

(b)(5)

\

HOTE. A'fi"eRr.EY OLIEtff DOCUMEUf
LIMl'fcB T'e HRO ur•LESS Tl IE S9MMISSIQ~J QeTliiRHl~JE$ OTHERWISE

Memorandum from Stephen Burns to
Commission, dated 09 /06/2005
The remaining 3 pages are withheld in
their entirety on the basis of FOIA
exemption 5

ADJUDICATORY ISSUE
(Affirmation)
SECY-04-0092

June4, 2004

Chairman Diaz
Commissioner McGaffigan
Commissioner Merrifield
~ohn F. Cordes, Director
Office of Commission Appellate Adjudication IRA/

SUBJECT:

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY (Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, Unit 1, Sequoyah
Nuclear Plant, Units 1 & 2, Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant, Units 1, 2 & 3), Docket
Nos. 50-390-CivP; 50-327-CivP; 50-328-ClvP; 50-259-CivP; 50~260-CivP; 50296-CivP; LBP-03-10 (June 26, 2003)
.
\b)(5)

PURPOSE:

BACKGROUND:

This case arises out of an NRC Staff order imposing a $110,000 civil penalty against TVA. The
Staff's order found that TVA had violated NRC's whistleblower protection regulation, 10 C.F.R.
§ 50.7, by retaliating against an employee, Gary Fiser, for having engaged In protected activity.
Following an evidentiary hearing, a split Licensing Board issued an 83-page initial decision
sustaining the Staff's civil penalty order but reducing the penalty amount to $44,000.
LBP•03-10, 57 NRC 553 (2003). (Judge Young dissented.) TVA sought and was granted
Commission review of the Board's order. CU-03-09, 57 NRC 39 (2003).
(b)(5)

r~eTE.

ABJUDICNFGRY MA"'FERIAL, LIMITED TO URG UP4LESS GOMMISSIOPJ
CETliRMl~lliS O=t=MeR:NliE.

SECY-04-0092

· The remaining 172 pages are wi.thheld
in their entirety on the basis of FOIA
exemption 5

PO.LICY ISS.UE
(Notation Vote)

September 10, 1992

SECY-9.2-314

The Commissioners

James M. Taylor

Executive Director for Operatfons
.Subj.~~;t.:

CURRENT LICENSING BASIS FOR OPERATING PLANTS

Pyrp2se:

To .respon( to Commission staff requirements memoranda (SRH)
regarding compiling the current licensing basis (CLB} and
determining the industry's methods fo.r updating the final
safety analysis reports ·(FSARsJ.

Summary:

On November 29, 1991, the Commission requested information .
and recommendations from the staff concerning compilation of

the CLB and current industry practices in updating the FSAR.

To ensure that.design changes and modifications, safety

evaluations, and operability determinations are properly
carried out, the licensee must be able to retrieve docketed
correspondence on a system or top1c that might contain CLB

information, find the CLB within the documents, and use the
The staff will use its regulatory

CLB effectively.

oversight programs to ensure licensees are p.reserving the
underlying safety interest of the CLB. . ·
·

No licensee has volunteered to compile their CLB, although

two licensees have volunteered to demonstrate the adequacy
of their document search and retrieval systems. As a
result, the staff recommends ending the program for
volunteers to compile the ClB. The staff also recommends
that compilation of the CLB within a single document not be
required and that the interpretation of the FSAR update rule
· should not be revised at .this time to include the entire
CLB. The staff will evaluate the need for revisions to
- - .. n ·I"\
9209150373 920~10
CF . SECY ·
~2-314

f
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CONTACT:

· Ricky Twigg

'504-1312
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current regulations to ensure that the processes for .

effective management of the CLB, the FSAR, design basis,

docketed correspondence, and plant records are complete and
·clear.
Background:

Responding to the Camrnfssion;s direction. the staff issued
Generic letter (GL) 92-03, "Compi1ation of the Current
Licensing Basis: Request for Voluntary Participation in a
Pilot Program,~ March 19, 1992. The staff also conducted
audits of the FSAR on specific issues (e.g., anticipated
transient without scram (ATWS), Three Mile lsland (TMI)
requir.ements} at 14 sites to determine t~e way in which
licensees update their FSARs and the relationship between
the updated FSAR and the CLB. Enclosure 1 is a report on
these aud1ts, and Enclosure 2 is a summary of a 2-day
workshop for representatives of the utilities. Enclosure 3
is the definition of CLS contained in 10 CFR 54.3.

Qi scuss ton:

The following information responds to the specific requests
and direction in the SRM. of November 29, 1991:
Item 1

SoT;cit industry participants in a pf1ot program in which a·
small num'2_er of representative volunteer-licensees would
compile their CLB and advise the NRC on the advantages and
di sadvaotDge~ of such an effort.
Assess the usefulness of the compiled CLBs for the
ljcensees' operations and the NRC,s regulation of tho1e

plants..

·

Make recommend§tions to the Coinnissjon on the'usefylness of
the CLB compilation for all ooerating olants.
.

.

To bound the pilot program, the staff needed deftnttions for
both "CLB" and "compilation." The definition of CLB in
10 CFR 54.3, which applies only to 1;cense renewal, was used
to bound the scope of tfte CLB for the pilot program. CLB is
mentioned in 10 CFR S0,54(f}; however, there is currently no
definition of CLB in 10 CFR Part 50. Defining CLB for 10
CFR Part 50 wi 11 be part of a coordinated evaluation of
possible rule changes discussed later in this paper. In GL
92-03, the staff defined "compilation" as a single set of
documents in one location or a system that references
documents that can be retrieved easily from se.veral
locations.

Either a s1ngle set of documents in one location conhfning
and identifying all the CLB or a system that references such
documents for the plant would. require a large initial
investment of resources and time to research the complete
docket and find all the CLB. This sing1e set of documents
or system that references such documents will be referred to
as the CLB document. For the CLB document to be effective.

- 3 -

The Commissioners

it must .have a complete system of cross references and the
1icensee's staff must be ab1e to adequately use it. In the
long term, this CLB document might lose its effectiveness
unless the staff maintaining it could find the CLB within
new correspondence, extract it and appropriately file 1t
within the CLB document so that it could be retrieved when
needed. No licensee has volunteered for this type of
compilation. However, Southern California Edison and
Baltimore Gas and Electric have volunteered to demonstrate
the adequacy of their document search and retrieval systems.

From the audit, the staff found that most licensees have
recognized the benefits that could be obtained from a well
managed CLB. The industry seeks to improve its management
of the CLB by improving the various processes for retrieving
the documents containing the CLB, finding the CLB ~ithin the
documents, and using the CLB effectively. The staff refers
to these processes collectively as a CLB process.
The difference between the licensees' CLB process and the

single CLB document is that the 1icensees use the CLB

process to maintain the documents containing the CLB {i.e.,
the docket) and extract the CLB when needed. However, to
establish the CLB document, the licensee would need to
extract the CLB from or identify the CLB wtth1n all
documents before finding a need.
Efficient and effecti~e management of the CLB process will
benef1t the licensee and the NRC by:

•

promoting plant safety by enhancing the licensee's
ability to resolve operability issues and concerns and
to prepare corrective actions and by ensuring

maintenance and modifications to the fac111ty and its
programs are made within the bounds of the CLB.

•

establishing a common framework for interaction
between the industry and the NRC on safety
issues, thereby optimizing regulatory oversight,
responses to events, and routine inspection and
reviews, and increasing NRC's confidence in the
licensee's capability to preserve the safety
basis of the plant; and

•

conserving the

lic~nsee's

and the NRC's resources.

The large volume of documents that contain the CLB,
including NRC requirements and the ·licensee's commitments to
the NRC. also contain general information that 1s not in the
CLB. All audited licensees appeared to be able to retrieve
documents containing the CLB for specific issues, such.as
ATWS, because a separate subject file is usually maintained;
however, their ability to determine which documents contain
the CLB pert1nent to a specific modification of a design,
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- 4component, or program varies according to the sophistication
of their document retrieval methods and thetr abil;ty to
find commitments within those documents. The document
retrieval methods can be grouped in two distinct but
acceptable ways, each with its advantages and disadvantages.
One method consists of maintaining paper files that are
searched manually. ihis method may include limited text
{synopsis) electronic search systems such as NUDOCS,. which
primarily support the manual search process. The licensee's
staff must expend much effort retrieving the CLB for a
particular application, since it must store, track, search,
and reference large vo1umes of documents for which it has
few or no cross references. This method reQuires a large
staff to be effective.
The secon~ method consists of mainta1ning electronic or
laser d1sk. storage systems containing all docketed
correspondence, the FSAR, and, in some cases, the design
basis documents (DBDs). ihe documents are stored
electronically, which enables the licensee to maintain
central control of data; speed access, and speed searches
for the specific CLB.

Most licensees in the FSAR audit and

the CLB Workshop are using computer information management
systems for document retrieval to some degree. Although the
1 icensees u~ing the second method need fewer staff, the ·
staff must be skilled 'in the proper use of search
capab1liti~s to ensure the search is valid and thorough.
Once the documents are retrieved, the 11censee must f1nd the
licensing basis within the documents. The staff found that
various members of ·the licensees' organizations differ over
the interpretation of the definition of 11 co11111itment. 11
During the audits and the workshop, various licensees stated

that their ability to determine which statements constitute

a "commitment" is limited by the lack of a clear definition
and that additional guidance would assist in applying that
definition.
To complete the CLB process, the licensee must effectively
use the portions of the CLB that it has found. In
conducting the FSAR audit, the staff found indications of
insufficient procedural requirements to ensure· the CLB and
the ClB process are used when implementing design changes
and modifications, conducting safety evaluations, and
determining operability.

The staff recommends ending the formal pilot program because
the pilot has not attracted any volunteers to compile the1r
CLB. The staff does not recommend a new requirement that
would result in CLB compilation for all plants. The
licensee's CLB process can be acceptable ta the NRC wtth
proper attention ta the vulnerab11ittes of the· methods used.
The staff will continue to encourage licensees to improve
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the processes by whic~ they retrieve, f'ind and use the CLB
and wil 1 suppart any 1icensee' s improvements as may be
appropriate. NRR expects to gain sufficient knowledge from
these efforts to write guidance for our activities to
oversee the acceptabn 1ty of CLB control and use.
ltem 2
.· Determ1ne how 1icensees are resgonding to the requirement in
10 CFR 50.71 for annual updates to their FSARs to ensure

that 1oe information included in the FSAR contains the
lat~st material deve1gped.

l}!Jtennfoe whethgr and how the annual updates to the FSAR
fall short of describjng.the ]icensee•s CLB .
.fxplore the option and .the advantages and disadvantages of
revising the intergretation currently given to 10 CFR 50.71
to include the CLB.
·
As allowed by the update. rule,·10 CFR 50.7l(e), most
1icensees conduct updates annuany and take up to 6 months
before revising the available paper copies of the FSAR
according1y. The current annual update requirements allow
the docketed FSAR to be as much as 16 months out of date. A
proposed rule change·currently under consideration to extend
the update interval to once every refueling outage would.
result in the docketed· FSAR being as much as 30 months out
of date. Some of the licensees recognize a .need for more
timely updates so that the document is more useful to the1r
staff. The licensees who maintain the FSAR in an electronic
format for .easy access and updates are beginning to maxe
electronic copies available to their staff in lieu of
continually printing paper updates to the dQcketed FSAR.
l

The statement of consideratiOns· published wi.tt1 the update
rule in 1980 clearly defined the·updated final. safety
analysis report (UfSAR) as containing or referencing al1 the
new analyses the Commission ~equired or .requested of the
1icensees. However·, the update rule states that the FSAR is
to be revised to include the effects of" all new anal.Yses
and modifications made to the plant as described in the
FSAR. Most of the l itensees audited. have interpreted ·
11

"effects of" to mean that the update·· need only include those
changes that would create error in:the ex1sting FSAR. The
licensees sometimes did more than merely correct errors. but
included considerably less detail than was 1ncluded in the .
analyses submitted to the NRC and usually did not include
the new licens1ng basis. When new information is added, it
1s based on the licensee•s judgement of significance and ·
usually includes no greater detail than was included in the
original operating license {OL) FSAR, which varies according
to th~ year of issuance. Any references were usually to the
NRC's initiating document, such as .a generic letter or a new
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rule, .and. not to the licensee's correspondence containing
the ana1yses or commitments.
During the audits, the staff found that the FSARs, at the
time of l1censing, usually contain most of the plantspecific design basis as defined by 10 tFR 50.Z. However,
10· CFR 50. 7l(e) does not include a specific re.ference to
·
10 CFR 50.2 and most of the new design bases and commitments
made to the NRC after licensing to address generic letters,
bulletins, enforcement actions, and license event reports
(LERs) are not Included in the FSARs.
Capturing all the analyses and CLB commitments in the FSAR

would make the FSAR diff1cu1t to manage. Alternatively,

referencing in the FSAR the documents containing the CLB may
not improve the ab11ity of the licensee to find or retrieve
pertinent co!"respondence. Extracting the CLB .from the
correspondence and ttien adding it to the sections of the
FSAR .where appropriate would be an expensive effort for
1icensees and would yield 1Ht.le safety benefit over current
retrieval systems used by most licensees.

The staff does not believe that the fSAR update rule as
written can be interpreted to require that the FSAR include
all the elements of the CLB. Moreover, current regulations

do not ensure that the FSAR references all of ·the design .

bases (10 CFR 50.2) and do not .provide a regulatory means to
modify all of the elements (e.g., letter commitments) of the
CLB. The staff will conduct a coordinated· evaluation of
possible revisions to the change rule (10 CFR 50.59} and the
update ru1e (10 CFR 50.71{e)) to ensure that the FSAR,
des1gn basis documentation, docketed correspondence. and
plant records are complete and to verify that the processes
for controlling and using the CLB are clear.
FOUR ISSUES RELATED TO THE COMMISSION'S QUESTIONS
l. No clear process is defined for makioa chanqes to the ClB
Dicensee cpmmitments} that are not included in the FSAR

The licensee may make changes to the facil1ty as described
1n the FSAR in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59. However, the
NRC has· not issued regulatory guidelines far changes to the
CLB not contained in the UFSAR.
·The NRC staff is not interested in revising 10 CFR 50.71(e)
to include the entire CLB or to subject every change of a
licensee's commitments to the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59.
However, the staff 1s concerned that the licensees may not
be consistent jn controlling changes to those portions of
the CLB outside of the FSAR.
If convnitments are to be allowed to remain outside the FSAR,
a change process must be devised and required of licensees
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to ensure the underlying safety interest of the col'llllitment
is preserved. Accordjngly, the staff plans to emphasize
this matter in working with 1ndustry on developing guidance
for implementing the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59 and on
developing recommendations for a requirement {rule or rule
change) to establish a change process for those portions of
the CLB that may remain outside the FSAR. This change
process, including reporting and approvals, must be
cons1stent with the category of information and its safety
significance. lhe staff will include this issue in the rule
change evaluation.
Z. tfo clear understandjng ex1Sts for "design bases" in terms
of its scope and its relationshiQ to the CLB
During the CLB workshop, the staff found confusion among the
1i censees over 11 des; gn bases u as defined by l 0 CFR 50. 2.
This led to many questions on the scope of the term and its
relationship to the CLB. The scope of design basis was
discussed extens1vely in the context of design basis
reconstitution. In NUREG-1397, ''An Assessment of Design
Control Practices and Design Reconstitution Programs in the
Nuclear Power Industry," the staff defined a new term,
engineering design bases, specif1cally for NUREG-1397. As
stated in NUREG-1397, "engineering design bases are not
limited to design features or considerations that are
necessary to satisfy regulatory requirements. 11 However, a
definition of ClB satisfying regulatory requirements for
operating reactors would be 11mited to plant-spec1f1c design
basis information defined in 10 CFR 50.2. The industry has
issued additional guidance on the scope of the.design bases
in conjunction with the ~ontinuing efforts to reconstitute
the design bases; see NUMARC 90-12, 11 0es\gn Basis Program
Guidelines." The staff will continue to work with industry
to ensure the design information is adequate and available.
3. No industr~-wide agreement exists on a definition of CLB
(i.e. ljcensee commitments) for operating reaGtors
There 1s no agreement throughout the industry on the
interpretation of the definition of ucommitment" in
10 CFR 54.3. Ouring the CLB workshop, the industry
discussed continuing initiatives to define "commitment".
Some licensees see the separation of the information into
licensing basis commitments and the details describing the
implementation of the commitment as confusing at best. The
staff will continue its efforts with industry to better
define 11 co111T1itment 11 for the CLB and consider this issue in
eva l uat i rig any rule changes. ·
4. Accuracy of the docket wjtb respect to the CLB

As a result of the differing interpretations and the lack of
a clearly defined process for making changes to commitments
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As a result of the differing interpretations and the lack of
a clearly defined process for making changes to commitments
outside the scope of 10 CFR 50.59, some licensees have not
docketed changes made to some licensing basis cD1111Ritments.
This was a common conclusion by the NRC and tne industry at
the CLB workshop. The staff will address this issue 1n its
continuing efforts with industry to develop guidance for
implementing the requirements .of 10 CFR 50.59 and will
consider this issue in evaluating any rule changes.

followyo Actions: In responding to the SRM, tne.staff has found that there is
no definition of the CLB for operat.1ng reactors and no clear
understanding of design bases and commitments in t~e CLB.
Additionally, the change rule (10 CFR 50.59) applies only to
the facility and procedures as described in tile fSAR and to

tests or experiments not descr1bed in the FSAR. Therefore,
·there is no requirement to ensure adequate process control
of changes to commitments and design bases (10 CFR 50.2}
that are not contained 1n the FSAR. Although .the Design
Basis Reconstitution Program contains engineering design
bases that includes design bases (10 CFR 50.2), i~ is also
not subject to the change rule. As a result of these
findings, the staff will
1. ·

work to define CLB for operating reactor·s

2.

work to clarify the process for changing the FSAR and
the CLB

3.

work to clarify the definition of colll!litment and
design bases in the CLB ·

4.

;ncrease emphasis on ensuring that licensee
conmitments on the docket are appropriately changed
and that the changes are reflected on the dac.ket

5.

evaluate proposed changes to the following rules to
ensure that the FSAR, design basis documentation,
docketed correspondence, and plant records are
complete and that the processes for contro 11 ing and
using the CLB are clear

.

.

a.

The rule for FSAR updates (JO CFR S0.7l(e))

b.

The chan9e rule (lO CFR 50.59)

c.

QDefinitions," 10 CFR 50.2

The evaluation will include a regulatory and cost
benefit analysis to justify the impact to both the NRC
and the industry.
·
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That the Commission

1.

end the forma1 pilot program for compiling of the CLB

2;

not require campihtion of the CLB

3.

not revise the interpretation of 10 CFR 50.71 to
include the entire CL8 at this time

_,..am""es-d
Executive Director
for Operations

Enclosure 1: FSAR Audit
Enclosure 2: Workshop
Enclosure 3: Definitfon of CL9
Commissioners 1 comments or consent should be provided directly
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conunission Staff. Office comments1 if any, should be submitted
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Audit of ·fourteen Plants

ENCLOSURE I

BACKGROUND
In November 1991. the Commission directed the staff (l} to detennine how
11censees are responding to the requirement in 10 CFR 50.71 for annual updates
to the final safety analysis report (FSAR), (2) to ensure that the FSAR
contains the latest material, and (3) to determine whether and how the annual
updates to the FSAR fall short of describing the licensees' current licensing
basis {CLB). The staff used the definition of CLB in Section 54.3 {see
Enclosure 3) in its evaluation.
The staff obtained this information by visiting 14 licensees that represented
a cross section of the industry. The plants vis;ted were licensed between
1970 and 1987 and included plants of all reactor vendor types and from all
regions, plants having computer systems for tracking tommitments, and plants
lacking such systems. The Attachment lists the plants audited and their
proftl es-.

lhe staff visited each site and discussed plant-specific programs for updating
the FSAR by examining, with the licensee, the resolution of selected issues
through the update process. The licensee discussed its update process with
the staff, and the staff audited each of the selected issues to confirm the
overall discussions. The staff also observed computer systems used to track
commitments, to search data for CLB information, or to store the FSAR for easy
update, search, and retrieval.
The staff selected up to five of the following issues for each licensee;
automatic actuation of shunt trip attachment (W, B&W), GL 83-ZB

·AlWS rule, 10 CFR 50.62
reliability of air systems, GL 88-14
safety parameter display systems, GL 89-06
instrumentation for inadequate core cooling, NUREG-0737
improved accident monitoring, Regulatory Guide 1.97
The issues expanded or further defined the licensing basis of the plants and
required facility modifications or new systems. The staff did not focus on
the technical adequacy of the issues but sought· to understand the licensee's
methodology and process for updating the FSAR and the extent to which the
licensee incorporated or referenced the ana1yses from the issues in its
updated FSARs (UFSARs)~
AUDIT FINDINGS

The staff found that FSAR updates for the 1ssues audfted contain or reference
only a small portion of the licensing basis added after 1980. The staff found
that this resulted from the licensee's ;nterpretations of 10 CFR S0.7le,
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which states that the FSAR is to be revised to include "the effects of" all
new analyses and modtfications made to the plant as described by the FSAR.
Most of the audited licensees interpreted '1effects oP to mean that the update

need include only changes that would create error in the exist;ng FSAR. Jn
the Statement of Considerations support1ng JO CFR 50.7l(e), the Commission
stated that "New analyses ••• may be incorp~rated ... within the FSAR." Tnese
licensees interpreted this section to mean that if new analyses may be
incorporated, they may also not be incorporated. The staff found that
licensees seldom add entirely ne~ infonnation to the FSAR. The licensee adds
new information upon determining its significance and usually includes no
greater detail than was included for the original license. None of the
audited 1icensees• updates included the full text of analyses or reference to
all licensee correspondence conta1ning the analyses. Any references included
were usually to the NRC's initiating document such as a generic letter or new
rule .. Some partial updates of the FSAR included more than corrections for
errors, but less than the analyses submitted to the NRC, and usually did not
include the new licensing basis .
. The staff found that the design basis as defined by 10 CFR 50.Z is not
included in the UFSAR from analyses performed after 1980. This omission
appears inconsistent with the.definjtion of ClB in 10 CFR 54.3t.where plantspecific design basis is that which is located in the most recent UFSAR.

The UFSAR is used pdmari ly by the eng.ineering staff for conducting design
modifications and the related safety evaluations requ1red by 10' CFR 50.59 to
determine if it must obtafo the NRC's approval ·before conducting tests or
experiments; making plant design modifications; issuing licensing
correspondence to support licensing amendments; and updating the FSAR as
required in 10 CFR 50.71(e). Some T1censees report using the FSAR for
operabil tty determinations, although the audit did not focus on this use.
None of the licensees reported using the FSAR as a single document for any
process, but each reported using the FSAR in conjunction with docketed
correspondence, design basis documents, plant commitment tracking systems, and
plant records. The 1icensees manage this information manually and, in varying
degrees, by computer.

Some of the audited licensees reported that the procedures for the design
change process intlude specif1c requirements to search the FSAR and docketed
correspondence files for the applicable CLB. However, one of the aud1ted
1i censees with a Hmi ted search capability did not have such requirements and
relies entirely on the training and experience of its staff. This and other
licensees w1th limited search capabilities and procedures may unknowingly
modif~ the licensing basis. thereby compromising the CLB's underlying role in
the safe operation of the plant~
Most licensees recognized that retrieval of the current licensing basis must
int.lude searches of both the FSAR and docketed correspondence. This creates

additional questions about the validity of the search method, the thoroughness

of the search, the recognition of the differences between the CLB and the
design implementation details, and the access of licensee staff to the search
method (especially computer systems), training, and the adequaty of procedures
to ensure a proper search on the complete files (FSAR and.docketed
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correspondence). In its audit, the staff a1so continued to identify questions
about the appropriate process by which the licensees change the various
elements of the CLB: design basts as .defined in 10 CFR 50.2 and commitments
not contained 1n the FSAR.

The staff made the following general observations during the audit:
The detail included in an FSAR corresponds approximately to its size and
age. The thickness.of an FSAR produced by one architectural engineering
. firm ranged from 16 inches in 1974 to 99 inches in 1982, although the
staff found no corre7at1on between the architect-engineer and the amount
of detail in an FSAR. The detail in the FSARs more than doubled from
the 1970s to the 1980s.

Of the 11censees audited, 85 percent have· the UFSAR on searchable
word processing systems, and almost all plan to upgrade to a
searchable system and make it available to all site organizations.
Of the licensees audited, SO-percent update the FSAR only as
needed to document the design modification and license amendment
processes.

Of the licensee audited, 20 percent specifically review.new rules,
orders, generic letters, informat1on notices, licensee event
reports, enforcement actions, and confirmatory action letters to
determine if they warrant FSFtR updates~ The licensees update
their'FSARs to incorporate information on reviews, plant
•odifications, and licensee amendment processes.
The audited licensee with the least dependable automated
information system spent mare than 2.S times longer than the
average licensee to search and retrieve the CLB for the tssue·s
audited.

·

·

·

CONCLUSJONS

The FSAR is not a single_ ref ere nee document and may be over 1y rel i ed upon by
some to support significant activities. Portions of the CLB are 1ocated in
various documents and plates, requiring the licensees to assemble this
information to support the audit. The staff's concern is that the processes
used to retrieve, find and use the CLB may not be adequately defined for and
understood by the licensee's staff. Inadequately managing the CLB may res~lt
in a failure to preserve the underlying safety interest of the CLB.
Attachment:
UFSAR Audit
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UPDATED FINAL SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT
AUDIT
· APRIL/MAY 1992
SITES AUDITED
SALEM

BEAVER VALLEY
CALVERT CLIFFS
TMI AT GPU NUCLEAR
ZION
FORT CALHOUN AT OPPD
WATERFORD
GRAND GULF
ARKANSAS AT GRAND GULF
RJVER BEND
BRUNSWICK AT CP&L
DAVIS BESSE
DIABLO CANYON AT PG&E
SAN ONOFRE AT SCE

DISTRIBUTION
OL
ISSUANCE

No.

REGION

4

I

2

2

II

3

'73
'74

2
4

111
IV

1
2

'75
'76

1
1
2
2

'77

2

v

No.

No.

REACTOR

4

w

5
2
3

B&W

CE

GE

'81
'82

'85

REPRESENTlNG ARCHITECT ENGINEERING FIRMS: S&l, BECHTEL,

S& W, GIBBS, EBA.Seo, UE&C, ANO THE LICENSEE.

ENCLOSURE Z
WORKSHOP
The NRC held a current licensing basis (CLB} workshop on June 23 and 24, 1992,
at the Holiday Inn, Crown Plaza, in Rockville, Maryland. Licensees
participating in the FSAR audit and others requested the workshop to discuss
the many questions about the licensing basis, updated final safety analysis
reports (UFSARs), design bases, and the process for making changes to
conunitments. Views expressed by individuals on the topics were not taken as
the licensees' or the NRC's positions unless expressly stated to be. The
participants exchanged information and opinions to help the NRC form the
recommendations to the Co1m1ission on the CLB and the FSAR update process.
Over 200 people attended the workshop, representing alRost all utilities,
NUMARC, the NRC, an~ numerous vendors. Along with the NRC staff, licensee
representatives chaired and participated in seven. panel discussions. The
participants discussed the following topics.
l. Components of the Current

L1cen~ing Ba~is

Most of the workshop participants recognized that CLB is not a new concept;
however, they did not all agree on the interpretation of the definition from
10 CFR 54.3. Host agreed that the documents containing the CLB (i.e.,
requirements and commitments to the NRC) can be ordered in a hierarchical
fashion and that they include a large volume of information that is not in the
CLB. They did not agree on a clear definition of ~commitment." Some of the
attendees saw the separation of the information into licensing basis
convni tments and deta. i1 s describing the imp l ementat 1on of the co111T1itments as
confusing at best.·
The CLB definition in 10 CFR 54.3 includes only that information which is
docketed and is in effect. Therefore, licensees must ensure that the docket
accurately reflects the CLB. L\censees consider docketed correspondence to
include portions of the CLB but questioned whether other information should be
docketed that is considered a basis for licensing, such as operability
decisions and justifications for continued operation. The NRC rel1es on much
of this information, only some of which is docketed. The CLB also includes
the plant-specific design basis, as defined in IO CFR 50.2, as contained in
the most recent UFSAR. In the FSAR audit (Enclosure 1), the staff established
that the USFARs do not include most of the post-licensing plant~specific
changes to the design basis.
licensees also questioned the definition of design basis in 10 CFR 50.2 for
its practical application to design basis reconstitution, FSAR updates 1 and
the processes by which a licensee may change the design basis.

z.

Ib~

Sjgnificance 1nd Use of the Cl6

Participants made strong statements of opinion that compiling the CLB involves
significant costs without coll1ltensurate benefit. However, they generally
agreed that they benefit from retrieving and using the CLB when needed. The
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form of the CLB and the process for maintaining it are not as important as the
accuracy and availability of the CLB. Among other benefits noted, an
efficient and effective Cle process wi11
•

promote plant safety by
enhancing the licensee's ability (l) to resolve operability issues
and concerns and (2} to prepare corrective actions, including
interim actions that may be needed ,to avoid unwarranted plant
shutdowns; and
ensuring that modifications to the facility and its programs are
made with an awareness of their effect on· the underlying safety
interests;

•

establish a common framework for interaction between the industry and
th~ NRC on safety issues, thereby
·
optimiiing regulatory oversight. responses to events, and routine
inspection and reviews; and
increasing NRC•s confidence in the licensee's capability to
preserve the safety basis of the plant; and

•

conserve the licensee's and the NRC's resources.

Participants asked about the NRC's needs regarding the CLB. One participant
stated that the NRC inspector views the CLB as an essential startfng point for
in~pection. The CLB is included within a large volume of documents with few
cross references. Therefore, NRC inspectors and reviewers use the licensee's
systems or seek the licensee's assistance in gathering des1red information.

Another participant stated that, although the NRC ;s concerned that the CLB is
maintained adequately, the licensee is responstble to meet the "contract"
established by the CLB. Several participants believed the process for meeting
thts "contract" could be improved to simplify the license renewal process.
Others ·saw the more inunediate benefits of using the CLB in daily activities
such as in evaluating changes to the plant, procedures, and programs and
evaluating degraded and nonconforming conditions.

3. The Significance and Use of the USAB

Most of the participants agreed that the NRC staff relied extensively on the
FSAR during the licens;ng process. Some stated that the licensee>s stiff also
uses the FSAR to support daily activities such as plant design modifications
and 10 CFR 50.59 reviews. Some participants stated that the level of detail

in the FSAR was dictated by its use. These participants indicated that, while
both the headquarters and the regional HRC staff use the FSAR, they also rely
on docketed correspondence to ver1fy the accuracy of the information.

In discussing the frequency of NRC-required FSAR updates, a few licensees
recognized a need for their staff to use an FSAR that is updated frequently.
These licensees typically maintain the FSAR in an. electronic format for easy
access and updatf ng.
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The staff learned that the scope and content of the FSARs varies w1dely within
the industry. Thus, the licensees differ in the manner in which they apply
10 CFR S0.59 and in the level of detail included therein. To some degree,
· NSAC-125 serves as a standard for 10 CFR 50.59 evaluations by extending the
applicabil lty of this section to structures, .systems, or components not
described in the FSAR if the change to the structure, system, or component
affects a larger structure, system, or C9U1ponent described in the FSAR. Thts
standard directs the 11censees to safety evaluation reports (SERs) and safety
analysis reports (SARs} that contain the acceptability cr1teria'for the
probabiHt1es, consequences, and margins of safety. This information ts in
the docketed correspondence for a facility if not located in the FSAR.
4. The Signifjcance and.Use of the [)esign Basis Reconsti\utipn Efforts
The des·ign basis document (OBD) programs defined by 10 CFR 50.2 encompass

approximately 80 percent of the CLB. Most of the licensee partictpants
recognized that the key to maximizing the benefits from the DBD programs is to
make them available to their staff in a user-friendly format w1th managers
establishing expectations and policy to ensure that they be used.
Participants agreed that DBDs must be both used and useful to justify the
1arge investment of time and money needed to produce them. Clearly written
DBDs that contain an easily retrievable design basis will ensure that the
licensee's staff understands the capabilities, performance parameters? and
interactions of systems. This improves the modification processes, the
ability to handle routine and abnormal plant conditions, the maintenance and
tra1n1ng programs, and the regulatory oversight. The DBD effort is vital to
the· overall effort on the CLB.

5. Managing Changes to the CLB
Almost everyone bel1eved that, although the CLB varies among plants, each

licensee ·must know· what it is, and manage changes to it. The CLB helps assure
the NRC·that operat1ng plants will not compromise the public health and
safety. The industry and the NRC need regulatory processes for making changes
to the CLB that ensure the CLB continues to support the safe·operation of the
plant.

Smne of the participants stated that the means for changing the·CLB are
primarily distinguished by the amount of NRC involvement: none, not1f1cation
after the fact. prior notification, and prior approval. Although the licensee
can not always be certain ~hich mechanism applies, 1t usually determines this by categorizing the information in the ClB according to the significance of
the information ~nd its final location. The information assigned to each
category differs between plants. Correctly categorizing a convnttment ensures
that the Hcensee will use an appropriate means to make each change.
However, various licensees did not have clear criteria for determining the
category in which to place a commitment. Some licensees found it difficult to
decide whether or not to add a commitment to the FSAR if that co11111itment would
enable control as required by JO CFR 50.59.,
Some of the participants stated that the level of detail in the UFSAR and its
quality appear to detennine ho~ broadly the licensee applies 10 CfR 50.59.
Some licensees appear to have gone beyond NSAC-125 guidance 1n applying 10 CFR
50.59 to avoid any question of compliance! They are managing changes to the
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many conmitments not included in the FSAR, but included in docketed
correspondence with the NRC. Some were concerned that this could reduce the
effectiveness of the 10 CFR 50.59 process for reviewing significant safety
issues. However, the licensee could not eas11y use IO CFR 50.59 to determine
which 1ssues must first be approved by the NRC if the licensee does not
incorporate certain types of corrmitments in the· FSAR. For example,
commit~ents that define the criti~al functions and performance parameters of
new equipment and commitments stated in NRC SERs (previously agreed tn by the
licensee) may require previ9us NRC approval if the level of safety has
decreased in any fashion, but these commitments may not be incorporated in the

FSAR.

6.

Man~ging

Licensee Commitments

Dur1ng the discussion, one of the industry participants submitted the

following definition of a commitment as adopted by the Regulatory Commitments
Tracking Group:
A documented obligation, expressed or implied, made either by the
license or through an uncontested ;mpos it ion by a regulatory
·
agency, that either establishes requirements or promises actions
to be performed.

The definition covers a range of licensee actions including continuing
obligations to resolve significant safety issues, simple statements to
complete minor actions by specific dates, and commitments to comply with the
previously established licensing basis, as is the case for most licensee event
reports (lERs) and enforcement actions, or to implement by some date a new
level of licensing basis to cover a deficiency. The obl1gation to comply or
to re~tore compliance is a conunitment lasting until compliance is reached.
Thereafter, the level of compliance is part of the licensing basis and the·
implementation of the conunitment need no longer be tracked.
Licensees are also attempting to manage the implementati.on of this type of
conrnitrnent by combining, deleting, adding, or using other reasonable means to
11m1t the total outstanding commitments. The staff learned that licensees
have not docketed changes to some licensing basis commitments as a result of
differing interpretations and a lack of a clearly defined process for changes
to commitments outside the scope of 10 CFR 50.59.
The NRC initiatives in the area of cormiitments include the proposed final
policy to establish the Integrated Scheduling .Program with the voluntary
Integrated Licensing Schedules. This program gives the licensees a process to
make changes to conunitment schedules based on safety priorities and NRC
. acceptance by negative consent.

7. Storing and Retrjeving {Compiling) The CLB
Most licensees are integrating computer information manag~ment systems into
their CLB and 080 processes. These licensees recognize accurate and timely
retrievability as the key to CLB management.
The licensees appeared interested 1n sharing more electronic information with
the NRC. The licensees generally have information configuration management
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systems that are the state of the art. lhe ~RC will begin with a limited
pilot program to share electronic versions of licensing correspondence with
all licensees. IRM will develop a longer term incremental program for
transmissions between machines. IRM and NRR will work with licensees to
establish and implement standards for electronic interface.
B. Observj!tions
The staff observed the follow1ng during the workshop presentations and
discussions:
•

The industry should take additional measures to ensure that the
underlying role of the CLB in safe operation of a plant is maintained.

•

The definition of CLB should be clarified, specif1cally for the terms
"commitment" and "design basis.''

•

The industry shou1d take additional measures to ensure the docket

•

The NRC should clarify the FSAR update rule {10 CFR 50.7I(e)) to

•

The NRC should issue guidance for controlling changes to
commitments and other portion of the CLB ~ot covered by 10 CFR
50.59.

accurately reflects the CLB.

address the design basis (Section 50.2}
the change process {Section 50.59).
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and its implications for

...
•.

Q.effoition af CLB from 10 CFR 54.3

ENCLOSURE 3

Current Jjcensinq basis (CLB) is the set of NRC .requirements
applicable to a specific plant and a licensee's written
co11111itments for ensuring compliance with and operation wUhin
applicable NRC requirements and the plant-specific design basis
(including all modifications and additions to such commitments
over the life of the license) that are dockete·d and in effect.
The CLB includes the NRC regulations contained in 10 CFR parts 2,~
19, 20, 21, JO, 40. 50, 51, 54, 55, 70, 72, 73, and JOO and

appendices thereto; orders; license conditions; exemptions; and
technical spec1ficat;ons. It also includes the plant-specific
design basis information defined in 10 CFR 50.2 as documented in
the most recent final safety analysis report (FSAR) as requ1red by
10 CFR S0.71 and the 1icensee•s commitments remainin9 in effect
that were made in docketed licensing correspondence such as
licensee responses to NRC bul1etins, generic letters, and
enforcement actions, as well as licensee commitments documented in
NRC safety evaluations or 1icensee ev.ent reports.
·
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